NC Transit Cares
Developing strategies and innovations to help NC
Transit Systems effectively respond to COVID-19

Work On It Meeting
September 9, 2020
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NC Transit Cares
Project Purpose and Approach
• Through surveys and virtual meetings, gather input from transit systems
about impacts of COVID-19, unique ideas to respond and recover, and
innovative solutions to long-term challenges
• Focus on ideas which ensure customer safety and health while
maximizing access to opportunities and services, particularly for
populations most impacted
• Establish NCDOT’s role to aid in innovation deployment

NC Transit Cares
Project Goals
• Identify products which help NC transit systems respond to and deal with
the mid-term and long-term trends of COVID-19
• Develop strategies and innovations which help NC transit systems
become more resilient and prepared to handle future disruptions
• Demonstrate how NC Transit Cares connects with and builds upon the
2018 Public Transportation Strategic Plan and its recommended tactics

NC Transit Cares 2020 Schedule
Kick It Off
Meeting

Work on It
Meeting

July 22

September 9

10:30 am – 1:00 pm

9 am – 11 am

Virtual

July

Launch It
Meeting
November 18
9 am - Noon
Virtual

Virtual

August

- Document existing innovations
and best practices
- Additional new ideas to review

September

October
Follow-up Work
(Due September 23rd)
- Prioritization of top 8
innovation ideas

November

System survey

Kick It Off meeting

Work On It meeting

Launch It meeting

NC Transit Cares
Small Group
Feedback from 7/22
Kick Off Meeting
Overview of Biggest
Challenges, Innovations,
& Strategies

Biggest Challenges Facing NC Transit
1

2
How can we
offset ridership
declines due to
COVID-19?

How can we keep
passengers and
employees safe?

3
How can we restore
revenues and
funding lost as a
result of COVID-19?

4
How can we
move to new
service patterns
as needs evolve?

Timelines

• Short-term: current to December 31, 2020
• Mid-term: January 1, 2021 – June 30, 2021
• Long-term: July 1, 2021 and beyond

Resiliency Strategies for NC Transit

1

How can we keep passengers and employees safe?
Innovation

Timeframe

Establish partnerships with Others
(UNC School of Public Health and Industry Groups – APTA, FRA,
FAA)

Short-term

Transit Cleaning Accreditation Program

Mid-term

Contactless Fares or Fare Elimination Systems

Mid-term

Air Filtration Systems
(Emerging technology such as UVGI)

Mid-term

Vehicle Design Changes

Long-term

Resiliency Strategies for NC Transit
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How can we offset ridership declines due to COVID-19?
Innovation
New Marketing Techniques

Timeframe
Short-term

Evaluate new service opportunities

Mid-term

Real-time app to survey passengers

Mid-term

Technologies to enhance service delivery flexibility in
post COVID 19 environment

Long-term

Resiliency Strategies for NC Transit
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How can we restore revenues and funding lost as a result of COVID-19?
Innovation
State and Regional Procurement Models

Timeframe
Short-term

Agency cash models to minimize impacts to revenues

Mid-term

NCDOT improve data to demonstrate impacts of
funding reductions

Mid-term

Regional Partnerships and Ride Sharing

Mid-term

Additional Covid-19 Funding and Strategies for
Funding Flexibility

Mid-term

Resiliency Strategies for NC Transit
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How can we move to new service patterns as needs evolve?
Innovation

Timeframe

Expand use of microtransit and on-demand service
models

Short-term

Statewide Technology Deployment and Integration

Mid-term

Scheduling and Forecasting Innovations

Mid-term

Mobility For All Pilot

Mid-term

Mobility as a Service

Long-term

Understanding & Limiting
the Spread of COVID-19
in Transit Vehicles
Glenn Morrison
Professor, Environmental
Sciences & Engineering
Gillings School of Global Public
Health, UNC-Chapel Hill
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SARS-CoV-2 transmission and
prevention
Glenn Morrison (and many slides from Barbara Turpin)
Environmental Sciences and Engineering
Gillings School of Global Public Health

Virus transmission
Fomite
pathway
direct contact

indirect contact

close-range
only (<2 m)

Aerosols,
Close and
long range
large droplets

aerosols

20

What are aerosols?
20 - 100 µm
Like cloud or rain droplets

Aerosols: liquid or solid particles
suspended in air (or other gas)

Droplets:
Large, fall to
ground
quickly

https://www.cdc.gov/flu/resource-center/freeresources/graphics/images.htm, http://solutionsdesignedforhealthcare.com/rhinovirus,
https://phil.cdc.gov/Details.aspx?pid=23312, https://pdb101.rcsb.org/motm/132

21

Aerosol size is important
respiratory fluid

• Airborne virus is not naked!

0.1 mm

• Size determines

0.5 mm
(0.2-100 mm)

• Lifetime in the atmosphere
• Where it deposits in the respiratory system

Aerosol generated by
Breathing, speaking,
and coughing
High air velocity shears
respiratory fluids
during expiration

Aerosol size distribution (by number)

Breathing

Speaking/singing

Modes:

0.8 µm (largest mode)
2-4 µm (two modes)
100 µm (smaller)

Droplets (100 µm):
By number, 0.8µm mode is
100 times larger (coughing)

Also droplets near 100 µm

Coughing
Morowska et al.
Journal of Aerosol Science
Volume 40, Issue 3, March 2009,
Pages 256-269

Large fraction of aerosols
breathed out do not settle out
(indoors) before being
removed by ventilation

Think of small aerosols, <5 mm
acting more like fine smoke
100
mm

Evidence for SARS-Cov-2 transmission by aerosols
• “super spreader” events 18x more likely
indoors
• Nishiura, medRxiv 2020.02.28.20029272; doi:
https://doi.org/10.1101/2020.02.28.20029272

• Dinner in China
• Diners in local flow zone infected
• Li et al. (2020) medRxiv, doi:
https://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/2020.04.16.200
67728v1

• Skagit Valley Choir
•
•
•
•
•

Precautions to avoid contact
Transmission broadly spread across room
52 + index case of 61 total people
Miller et al. (2020) medRxiv, doi: https://www.medrxiv.org/
content/10.1101/2020.06.15.20132027v2.full.pdf+html

Study published this week: probable aerosol
transmission on bus
Outbreak associated with Buddhist retreat
- 100 min round trip
- no masks (early in pandemic)
- Index case from Wuhan
- Note cases distributed randomly
- Bus 1, no cases; Bus 2, 24 cases
- Shen et al. JAMA Internal Medicine, 2020

An aerosol scientist’s perspective

https://twitter.com/jljcolorado/statu
s/1300438984481415175/photo/1

Control of transmission by aerosols
Source control, masks
(also limit loud talking/singing)

Dilution, ventilation,
filtration

Minimize contact time

Distance and density

Receptor control, masks

Jones Nicholas R, Qureshi Zeshan U, Temple Robert J, Larwood Jessica P J,
Greenhalgh Trisha, Bourouiba Lydia et al. Two metres or one: what is the
evidence for physical distancing in covid-19? BMJ 2020; 370 :m3223

Risk simulators available, specific to aerosols
https://tinyurl.com/covid-estimator

http://covid-exposure-modelerdata-devils.cloud.duke.edu/

Simulate infection probability for bus driver

• Assumptions
– Hygiene and distancing
– Bus size, air well mixed in bus
– Air leakage
– Community infection %
• Measures
– From 40  10 passengers
– No masks  universal masks
– Closed  open windows

> Factor 10 reduction in risk to driver
Probability of infection (%)

• Risk of infection to driver
– 6 Month, 4 hours/day

Research and Expertise related to SARS-Cov-2

• Aerosol Scientists
• Microbiologists
• Building/indoor science
• Epidemiology

Karsten Baumann

Barbara Turpin
Ralph Baric

Jason Surratt

Jill Stewart

Michael Fisher

Thank you

Contactless Fare
Payment in the Triangle
Region
Brian Fahey
Transit Administrator, GoTriangle
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NC Transit Cares
Triangle Mobile Ticketing Implementation

Brian Fahey
Transit Administrator
GoTriangle

NC Transit Cares
Mobile Ticketing Partners
• GoTriangle
• City of Raleigh (GoRaleigh)
• City of Durham (GoDurham)
• Town of Cary (GoCary)
• Wake, Durham, Orange Counties
• CAMPO, DCHC-MPO

NC Transit Cares
Why Mobile Ticketing?
• 2018 Fare Integration Study
• Improve pass distribution & sales
• Balance revenue & ridership goals
• Improve the passenger experience
• Improve regional coordination
• Make transit an affordable option

NC Transit Cares
Why Mobile Ticketing?
• Joint RFP issued in 2019
• Partners selected the TouchPass system from Delerrok, Inc.
• Primary Goals:
• Provide convenience to customers (increase distribution network)
• Create platform where fare capping can be applied
• Improve efficiency (decrease boarding times)

NC Transit Cares
TouchPass System
• Account-based fare collection
• Mobile app, smart card
• Cloud-hosted, real-time transactions
• Scalable for other services (BRT, paratransit,
County services)

NC Transit Cares
Benefits
• Automate fare capping
• Customers can easily purchase fare products
and stored value online or through app
• Contactless payment
• Ability to use promotional codes and paper tokens
• API for ticket vending machines (TVM’s)

NC Transit Cares
Benefits
• InComm reload network
• 150 retail locations
• InComm reload network
• GoPass
• Youth GoPass

NC Transit Cares
Integration
• Multi-modal
• Journey planning
• Rewards
• Fare collection

NC Transit Cares
Timeline
• Currently installing hardware/configuring software
• Regional marketing program
• Internal testing period (October-November)
• Soft Launch (December)
• Full Launch January 2, 2021

NC Transit Cares

QUESTIONS?

bfahey@gotriangle.org
(919) 485-7501

BREAK

We will resume at 9:55.
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Prioritization of
Innovations
Warren Miller
Principal, Fountainworks
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Biggest Challenges Facing NC Transit
1

2
How can we
offset ridership
declines due to
COVID-19?

How can we keep
passengers and
employees safe?

3
How can we restore
revenues and
funding lost as a
result of COVID-19?

4
How can we
move to new
service patterns
as needs evolve?

Resiliency Strategies for NC Transit
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How can we keep passengers and employees safe?
Innovation

Description

Establish partnerships with Others (UNC School of Public
Health and Industry Groups – APTA, FRA, FAA)

This innovation would create partnerships that would allow information sharing
and keep NCDOT and NC transit agencies up to date with latest COVID-19
guidance.

Transit Cleaning Accreditation Program

This innovation would allow operators or maintenance staff to receive training and
be certified in best cleaning practices. This could come from FTA or another
agency’s standard operating procedure that NCDOT adopts.

Contactless Fares or Fare Elimination Systems

Contactless fares are where the passenger validates fare payment without
interacting with the operator. Fare elimination means that passengers would ride
transit without submitting a fare payment (example: Chapel Hill Transit). This
innovation would help collect information from agencies looking in to either of
these concepts and research the feasibility of a pilot program for systems in NC,
including consideration of equity components and potential mitigation.

Air Filtration Systems
(Emerging technology such as UVGI)

This innovation would involve understanding the latest research on sanitation
practices and technologies, and also working with experts and companies on how
agencies could adapt current technologies (i.e. what is the best way to run air
within a vehicle, guidance on opening vehicle windows).

Vehicle Design Changes

This innovation would help understand latest research and consider how vehicle
companies could modify vehicles to adapt to COVID-19.

Resiliency Strategies for NC Transit
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How can we offset ridership declines due to COVID-19?

Innovation

Description

New Marketing Techniques

This innovation would catalog the current best ideas by agencies around NC
and also research marketing techniques to encourage people to use transit.
There is an opportunity for NCDOT to create a pilot program marketing transit to
the general public.

Evaluate new service
opportunities

Many agencies around NC adapted during COVID-19 to expand their services
to include services such as meal delivery to homebound seniors. This innovation
would help catalog these ideas and research the applicability (increase
ridership, cost, etc.) to agencies around NC.

Real-time app to survey
passengers

One aspect of real-time app would be to survey passengers on how they feel
about using transit (i.e. do they feel safe?). Another is to track buses in real time.
NCDOT could help research and identify applications that could be used
throughout NC.

Technologies to enhance
service delivery flexibility in
post COVID-19 environment

This innovation would explore emerging technologies to enhance transit service
delivery such as rider notifications on ‘where is my ride’ which would include, for
example, notifications around seat assignment and a reminder to comply with
local ordinances on face coverings.

Resiliency Strategies for NC Transit
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How can we restore revenues and funding lost as a result of COVID-19?
Innovation

Description

State and Regional
Procurement Models

This innovation would develop an inventory of needs within NC transit agencies to perhaps
expand joint purchasing (i.e. PPE) and research opportunities to allow bulk procurement with
multiple transit agencies or procurement through a single source like NCDOT.

Evaluate Agency cash
models to minimize impacts
to revenues

This innovation would research agency cash models used in ridership and revenue forecasting
to determine how agencies charge and determine if there are models for that could help capture
more revenue during COVID-19 environment. (I.e. if rides are charged by mile or trip, is one of
those better for systems when ridership is down or the trips contain more individual riders per
trip?)

NCDOT improve data to
demonstrate impacts of
funding reductions

This innovation would collaborate with agencies to determine what data from agencies is most
effective to regularly update in order to tell the story of what is happening at agencies at any
point in time. (i.e. If the legislature asked for information on transit in NC, what information would
be useful to have readily available?). Based on feedback, NCDOT can work to establish the best
system/method to collect data.

Regional Partnerships and
Ride Sharing

This innovation would research current and planned cross-county services by transit agencies to
try and identify cost-saving measures and efficiencies that could be implemented. NCDOT could
use this information to potentially identify pilot projects.

Additional COVID-19 Funding
and Strategies for Funding
Flexibility

This innovation would create a dialogue with agencies and NCDOT to help identify and
understand COVID-19 funding needs and research current funding programs (both State and
Federal) to identify possible ways to use those funding programs in new ways to address
COVID-19 funding needs.

Resiliency Strategies for NC Transit
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How can we move to new service patterns as needs evolve?
Innovation

Description

Expand Use of micro-transit and similar on-demand
service models

Using the pilot project in Wilson as an example, this innovation would determine other agencies in NC
interested in participating in a micro-transit pilot project and explore how to expand participation. This
innovation would need to coordinate with existing transit, the community, and labor resources, to determine a)
replacement or enhancement of the current system, b) new drivers or transition and training for existing drivers
, c)service areas and d) finance models and trip rates

Statewide technology deployment and integration

Led by NCDOT, broadly deploy online and app-based scheduling, payment, vehicle tracking and other
technologies which will improve service efficiency, cross-jurisdiction trip coordination, cost effectiveness, and
rider experience. This innovation would require planning, piloting of concepts (partly through existing efforts
like the Mobility for All and Wilson projects), and securing funding.

Research and disseminate information on best
practices and innovations to assist with trip
scheduling and forecasting with COVID-19
restrictions

This innovation would research national innovations and best practices in new software to create transit
schedules which comply with COVID-19 restrictions such as social distancing. This innovation would also
research innovations on forecasting trip demands with COVID-19 uncertainties and compile this information for
NC agencies to access.

Systems collaborate with NCDOT on the Mobility
for All pilot project linking transit scheduling
software with the North Carolina Department of
Health and Human Services NCCARE360 program

NCDOT has a pilot project which will experiment with linking transit scheduling software to medical trip needs
identified in the NCDHHS NCCARE360 program. This innovation would explore how this pilot project could be
deployed more extensively within NC transit agencies.

Research and disseminate information on state of
the industry, potential models, best practices and
innovations in elements of Mobility as a Service
(MaaS), to create a roadmap toward
implementation of MaaS elements.

There are many elements to Mobility as a Service and many emerging technologies. This
innovation would collect and summarize current national innovations and best practices in MaaS, as well as
challenges and needs, and make this information available to NC agencies.

Breakout Group Instructions

Breakout Group Instructions

You will be placed in a breakout group based on the
challenge areas you selected when you registered.
Your group facilitator will guide you through a discussion of
different innovations. You will then have a choice to vote for
your top 2 on a virtual whiteboard.

Report Out

Closing & Follow-Up

Jim Westmoreland
Managing Principal, Westmoreland
Strategic Enterprises
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https://connect.ncdot.gov/business/Transit/Pages/Transit-Cares.aspx

Follow-up and Next Steps
Follow-up:
o NCDOT will send transit systems information on top 8 innovations to
review and prioritize by September 23rd
o Consultant team will review rankings, develop summary implementation
plans for each innovation, and project summary for launch it meeting
Next meeting:
Launch It Meeting
November 18th
9am - Noon
o Virtual meeting - open to the elected and appointed officials (State,
Cities, and Counties)
o Purpose will be to provide overview NC Transit Cares initiative, review
summary implementation plans of each priority innovation, and for
NCDOT to announce planned follow-up support and next steps

Thank You!

